SHESC Summer 2010 Courses

**SSH 100/ASB 100 Introduction to Global Health**
Dr. Gerardo Chowell-Puente
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), SSH 100: #43519, #43521, ASB 100: #43515, #43517

**Dr. Magdalena Hurtado**
Online, session II (07/06 – 08/06), SSH 100: #43520, #46365, #43522, ASB 100: #46366, #43516, #43518

Global health is the study of human health differences and similarities in past and present environments, and the ways in which the complex human and animal networks and activities that exist across the planet influence them. General Studies: SB & G; and fulfills Science and Society requirements

**ASB 194 Intro to Anthropology: Understanding Human Diversity**
Dr. Kim Hill
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), #46360
The course provides an integrated scientific understanding of biological, historical, and cultural evolutionary processes that account for human variation through time and space, and provide basic explanatory models of cross cultural variation. **Prerequisites:** None; the course is intended for majors and non-majors alike.

**SSH/ASB 200 Food and Culture**
Jonathan Maupin
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), ASB 200: #46510, SSH 200: #46509
This course examines the relationships between humans and food across cultures and through time using perspectives from both anthropology and related fields. **Course Format:** Online lectures, written assignments, outside-class activities. **Prerequisites:** None; the course is intended for majors and non-majors alike. General Studies: (L or SB) & C

**ASB 222 Buried Cities & Lost Tribes: Our Human Heritage**
Dr. Steven Falconer
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), #43840
Online, session II (07/06 – 08/06), #42541
This course is an introduction to archaeology through a dozen of the greatest discoveries and the researchers who conducted the work. **Course Format:** Online lecture, videos, three exams. **Prerequisites:** None; the course is intended for majors and non-majors alike. General Studies: (HU or SB) G & H

**ASB 223 Buried Civilizations of the Americas**
Dr. Kelly J. Knudson
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), #43354
This course introduces the methods, logic and history of archaeology through an examination of several ancient civilizations, as understood through their architecture and artifacts. **Course Format:** Online lectures, slides, videos, three exams. **Prerequisites:** None; the course is intended for majors and non-majors alike. General Studies: (L or SB), H & C

**ASB 321 Indians of Southwest**
Staff
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), #46362
This course is a survey of the family life, economics, political organizations, and religions of Southwestern Indians from the time of contact to the present day. **Course Format:** Lecture, discussion, research paper, exams. **Prerequisites:** ASB 102 or instructor approval. General Studies: (L or SB), H & C

**ASB 326 Human Impacts on Ancient Environments**
Dr. Steven Falconer
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), #43725
Online, session II (07/06 – 08/06), #42541
This course reviews archaeological evidence on how humans have affected their surroundings from early prehistoric times until 300 years before the present. **Course Format:** Online lectures, two exams, two short papers.

**ASM 104 Bones, Stones and Human Evolution**
Chris Stojanowski
Online, session I (06/01 – 07/02), LEC #43596
AND LAB #43696 OR #43697
**Staff**
Online and In-person, session II (07/06 – 08/06)
LEC (online) #43598 AND lab #43698 (TBA)
This introduction to physical anthropology explores the biological basis of human origins and variation. **Course Format:** Lecture and labs are required components of this course. **Prerequisites:** None; the course is intended for majors and non-majors alike. General Studies: SB or SG

**ASM 275 Forensic Anthropology**
Chris Stojanowski
Online, session II (07/06 – 08/06), #46506
This course will discuss the application of anthropological techniques for the purposes of crime scene investigation. **NOTE:** Visuals can be mildly disturbing in their graphic content. **Course Format:** Online lectures, videos, 4 multiple-choice exams. **Prerequisites:** None; the course is intended for majors and non-majors alike. General Studies: SB; and fulfills CLAS Science and Society requirements.

**ASM 345 Disease and Human Evolution**
Luz Pfister
Online, session II (07/06 – 08/06), #45605
This course examines the role played by disease in human existence, from the beginnings of humanity to the present. The course also deals with efforts to understand, define and deal with sickness by different human groups, and with the specific role of medical practitioners in these groups. **Course Format:** Lectures, slides, special presentations, films, videotapes, discussion, three exams, and a book review. **Prerequisites:** ASM 104 or BIO 100 or BIO 187 or BIO 188 with a D or better.